When You Take To The Great Outdoors
Take Zebco Outdoor Propane Appliances

From the craggy faces of the Continental Divide, across the deserts and plains to the washed sands of both ocean shores, ours is a land of great natural wonder—sites to be seen, clean air to be breathed and outdoor experiences to be shared. Like the early explorers who trekked the endless majesty of the land, to many of us traveling has become a way of life—a way of escaping the noise and congestion of urban living—a way of filling our leisure hours with all the exhilarating wonders our country has to offer.

But unlike those early explorers who preceded us, today we travel on endless super highways, in modern vehicles, and carry the most modern camping appliances our technology has produced—appliances like the Zebco line of propane camp stoves, heaters and lanterns.

Most knowledgeable outdoor people, like yourself, evaluate camping appliances on the basis of convenience and safety. Convenience of operation means more carefree time to enjoy, and safety of operation means no personal injuries to spoil your fun, no pollution to foul the air, and no destructive fires to mar the natural beauty of the landscape for those travelers who follow.

Propane is recognized today as the cleanest, safest, most convenient and efficient fuel available. And when you match the qualities of propane with the quality line of Zebco appliances you get a combination that truly sets the pace in outdoor enjoyment! Easy-to-use propane eliminates spilling and reduces many of the dangers associated with liquid fuel. Finger pressure connects the fuel source to the heater, lantern or camp stove. One match and the turn of a valve puts your appliance in service. Propane burns hot and steady, without a trace of odor or smoke. And, unlike liquid fuel, it doesn’t deteriorate or evaporate. Propane is available almost anywhere you go and is not expensive, especially when used in popular refillable bulk tanks.

When you take to the great outdoors, take Zebco, and take enjoyment for granted!
Two-Mantle Propane Lantern
Model 300. Stretch every day for all the outdoor enjoyment it offers. And when the sun goes down, let the fun go on with the Zebco 300! Two mantles combine with the wide-cone design of its shade to spread a lot of light over big areas—campsite, cabin, boat or patio. Fueled with clean-burning propane, the Zebco 300 provides light in an instant, without bothersome pumping. And propane produces no smoke or soot to blacken the globe and foul the air.

Operates from a 14.1 oz. or 16.4 oz. disposable propane cylinder, and adapts for fueling from a refillable bulk tank, either as a hanging light, or as a pole light atop the Zebco 1330 light pole. Model 300 includes 14.1 oz. propane cylinder. Model 301 includes 16.4 oz. propane cylinder.

Cylindrical Pyrex® globe permits 360° illumination

Chromed, heavy-gauge handle, engineered to prevent burned hands, whether up for hanging or folded below the globe base.

Wide-cone shade of heavy-gauge steel with baked-on finish that resists heat and weather.

Top is chromed steel—durable and weather-resistant.

Zebco STARLIGHT

One-Mantle Propane Lantern
Model 1490. As a portable lantern, a “porch light” for the campsite or a “kitchen light” for cooking after dark, the Zebco Starlight is a “brilliant” innovation in camping convenience! The bright cutout of its single mantle is maximized by a cylindrical globe that spreads illumination 360° around. And its rugged, chromed steel construction promises years of dependable service. Clean-burning propane provides constant light, without smoke, odor or troublesome pumping.

Operates from a 16.4 oz. disposable propane cylinder, and adapts for fueling from a refillable bulk tank, either as a hanging light, or as a pole light atop the Zebco 1330 light pole. (May also be fueled from a 14.1 oz. disposable cylinder when the Zebco 1340 base is used to insure stability.)
NEW ZEBCO
POT-LUCKER™

BUTANE BACKPACK STOVE with TWO COOKING PANS
MODEL 2150

Here’s all a backpacker needs for cooking on the trail, packed down to a mere pocketful! And it’s a perfect take-along for boat or bike too! The Pot-Lucker is extremely lightweight, yet gives you big performance at mealtime. Its efficient burner produces 6,200 BTU heat output. The chromed steel pan support doubles as a wind deflection shield to keep heat concentrated beneath the cooking pan. The fuel control valve is fully adjustable, and connects in seconds to the burner and fuel cylinder. The Pot-Lucker comes with an aluminum frypan and stewpan, and a detachable steel handle fits both pans. A wide diameter plastic base provides extra stability during use. The Pot-Lucker is fueled with reliable, clean-burning butane. And because butane is a low-pressure gas not requiring heavy-wall container construction, butane fuel cylinders are as light and easy to carry as a can of shaving cream. The Pot-Lucker’s burner, control valve and plastic base all pack snugly inside the cooking pans for compact carrying, and are secured by an elastic strap.

- Big, efficient 6,200 BTU burner
- Chromed steel pan support and wind deflection ring
- Fully adjustable burner control valve
- Clamp nut secures connection of control valve to fuel cylinder
- Elastic strap
- Butane fuel
- Detachable steel handle. Fits both pans
- Wide diameter tip-resistant plastic base
- Zebco 6¼ oz. butane cylinder, Model 1220 (May be purchased separately)
Zebco™ Titan

Three-Burner Propane Camp Stove (With Broiler-Grill Combination) Model 2400.

Simmer to sizzle, pancakes to steak...here's cooking capacity as big as all outdoors! The Zebco Titan's unique broiler-grill combination gives you flexibility you've never before enjoyed in a camp stove. Its broiler burner cooks above and below simultaneously, and two big top burners handle the biggest pots you can carry along. The entire burner and grill assembly folds into the bottom tray for compact carrying and storage.

Operates from a 14.1 oz. or 16.4 oz. disposable propane cylinder, or refillable bulk tank.

Zebco™ Trio

Two-Burner Propane Camp Stove (With Broiler-Grill Combination) Model 2350.

When big action moves outdoors, big appetites do too! And the Zebco Trio gives you big performance that keeps up! Its unique broiler-grill combination gives you “kitchen range” cooking flexibility—fry eggs on top, broil a steak below—with big propane heat! There's no messy filling or spilling of propane, no pumping, and none of the smoke and odor associated with liquid fuel. The Zebco Trio connects in an instant to the fuel source, then one match and you're cooking!

Operates from a 14.1 oz. or 16.4 oz. disposable propane cylinder, or refillable bulk tank.
**Zebco Taurus**

Two-Burner Propane Camp Stove Model 2280. In your camper or in the wild, the Zebco Taurus is an out-and-out revolution in camp stove versatility! Its extra large cooking surface and flat, removable lid make it ideal for camper or trailer use—both as stationary unit set into a recessed counter top, and as a portable stove for taking outdoors when the weather is fair. Propane fuel makes it safer indoors or out, providing smokeless, odorless flame. And there's no filling or spilling—the Taurus connects with finger pressure to the fuel source and never requires bothersome pumping.

Operates from a 14.1 oz. or 16.4 oz. disposable propane cylinder, or refillable bulk tank.

---

**Zebco Twinfold**

Two-Burner Propane Camp Stove Model 2300. 
Camping, boating, picnic or patio—wherever you go outdoors, take along the Zebco Twinfold and enjoy “convenience you can carry!” Its two big burners make the most of propane efficiency, each delivering up to 6,400 BTU’s of cooking power. And propane makes the Twinfold a pleasure to use, with no smoke, no odor and no tiresome pumping! When you're ready to travel, the unit folds into a compact case with convenient carrying handle. All gas fittings and lines are corrosion-proof, and the Twinfold's all-steel construction will stand up to years of camping use.

Operates from a 14.1 oz. or 16.4 oz. disposable propane cylinder, or refillable bulk tank.
**ZEBCO TWOSOME**

Two-Burner Propane Camp Stove Model 2250. Economical to use, lightweight to carry, a pleasure to own—that’s value! That’s the Zebco Twosome! Its two big 6,400 BTU burners are made doubly efficient by two wind screening systems—a wrap-around wind deflection shield projects above burner level on three sides to keep wind out, while wind deflection rings surround each burner individually to concentrate heat directly beneath pans. And each burner control is independently adjustable for “done to a turn” cooking.

Operates from a 14.1 oz. or 16.4 oz. disposable propane cylinder, or refillable bulk tank.

---

**ZEBCO TROJAN**

Two-Burner Propane Camp Stove Model 2200. When you’re on the trail and traveling light, you’ll never know this stove is along until you need it! It has the same high-efficiency burners and cooking capacity of larger Zebco stoves, yet its streamlined frame makes it extremely lightweight—perfect for backpacking, boating, fishing or trail riding. Its frame is chromed, heavy-gauge steel rod, with a reinforced design that defies bending. Ounce for ounce, the Zebco Trojan is probably the most functional propane camp stove ever made.

Operates from a 14.1 oz. or 16.4 oz. disposable propane cylinder, or refillable bulk tank.
**Zebco Tripper**

Portable Propane Gas Grill Model 2450. Enjoy a new style of living—backyard, balcony or backwoods—and experience charcoal grilling at its finest! The compact, slim-line design of the Zebco Tripper makes it an attractive patio grill or convenient carry-along companion on any outing. An efficient 10,000 BTU burner quickly heats the unit’s permanent lava rock briquettes to a glow, and a fully adjustable burner control lets you select the exact cooking temperature you desire. Propane fuel produces no smoke or odor to interfere with natural meat flavors, and the propane cylinder or tank connects to the Tripper in an instant.

Operates from a 14.1 oz. or 16.4 oz. disposable propane cylinder, and adapts for fueling from a refillable bulk tank.

- Rugged steel construction throughout
- Permanent, self-cleaning lava rock briquettes
- Chromed, perforated steel screen locks briquettes in place
- Fold-out steel leg panels
- Convenient, chromed steel carrying handles
- Chromed, heavy-gauge steel grill
- Fully adjustable regulator valve
- High-efficiency 10,000 BTU burner
Flameless Propane Catalytic Heater-Cooker Model 2700.

Swing it up, it’s a heater—lay it down, it’s a stove...either way the Zebco Convertible is a bold innovation in camping convenience! This unique heater-cooker gives you two appliances in one for greater economy and convenience, plus the added convenience of clean-burning propane fuel. The heater head swings up and locks in place for use as a catalytic heater. Lying flat in its case, the heater head becomes a high-efficiency catalytic burner surface for cooking. Its cover protects the heater head during transport and storage, and inverts for use as a large cooking pan. To add even more convenience, the storage space inside the Convertible’s case for two disposable propane cylinders.

Operates from a 14.1 oz. or 16.4 oz. disposable propane cylinder, and adapts for fueling from a refillable bulk tank.

- Corrosion-proof, heavy-gauge cover-pan, with convenient handles
- Exclusive Zebco catalyst pad with lifetime platinum catalyst
- Heavy-gauge steel case, with inside storage for two disposable propane cylinders
- Chromed, heavy-gauge, perforated steel grill

Principle of Catalytic Combustion

The catalytic principle on which Zebco® heaters operate involves the flameless oxidation of propane vapor in the presence of a platinum catalyst. The heating pad of the catalytic heater is made of a fibrous, highly heat-reflective, alumina-silica material, coated with a thin layer of the catalyst, which is a compound of platinum and other rare earth metals. When combustion occurs on the face of the heating pad, the presence of the platinum catalyst causes the propane vapor to ignite and oxidize at a lower temperature than is necessary to produce flames. (in flame-producing combustion, propane ignites at approximately 1100° F and combustion is sustained at 1300-1400° F. In catalytic combustion, ignition occurs at approximately 275° F and combustion is sustained at 700-800° F.) In the color spectrum, the temperature at which catalytic combustion occurs is in the infrared band, or below the level of visibility. Therefore, since flame is actually a light emission, catalytic heat is flameless. Catalytic heat, like the infrared light waves of the sun, travels in a straight line and is absorbed by the solid objects it strikes. This means that more heat reaches you, and less is dissipated into the surrounding air. And catalytic heat is not affected by atmospheric conditions such as wind and altitude changes.

Another unique feature of catalytic combustion is that neither the heater pad nor the platinum catalyst is consumed or altered in any way by the burning process. Thus, the life of the catalyst pad is virtually unlimited.
**FLAMELESS PROPANE CATALYTIC HEATERS**

When fun takes you where it’s cold, take along a Zebco catalytic heater for comfort! There’s no pumping or priming, no filling or spilling with Zebco catalytic heaters! Clean-burning propane fuel eliminates the inconvenient and potentially dangerous handling of liquid fuel. Start-up flames are less than one-half inch high and subside in seconds. The exclusive regulator valve on all Zebco heaters gives you adjustable control—let’s you select the exact temperature you desire. With three outstanding models, there’s one just right for any heating job!

**ZEBCO® 4000**

*Flameless Propane Catalytic Heater Model 4000.* Zebco 4000 is especially suited for stadium events, boats, duck blinds—anywhere you want “maxi-heat” in a “mini-space!” Its ABS plastic case makes it rugged yet extremely lightweight. Operates from a 14.1 oz. or 16.4 oz. disposable propane cylinder.

**ZEBCO® 7000**

*Flameless Propane Catalytic Heater Model 7000.* Enjoy outdoor fun twelve months of the year with this big heater! The unique swivel design of the heater head lets you direct its radiant heat up, down, in any direction you want! It cools quickly and carries light... anywhere! Operates from a 14.1 oz. or 16.4 oz. disposable propane cylinder, and adapts for fueling from a refillable bulk tank.

**ZEBCO® 10000**

*Flameless Propane Catalytic Heater Model 10000.* Cabin, tent, boat or camper—anywhere you want real “ice curling” comfort, take Zebco’s biggest catalytic heater! The catalyst pad is protected by a stylish and sturdy chromed grill, and the all-steel construction of the Zebco 10000 gives it great strength for a lifetime of service. Lightweight, easy-to-carry, it cools in moments for quick packing. Operates from a 14.1 oz. or 16.4 oz. disposable propane cylinder, and adapts for fueling from a refillable bulk tank.

- Adjustable regulator valve, with positive-activation design for safety
- Rugged ABS plastic case—a 14.1 oz. or 16.4 oz. propane cylinder screws into regulator valve inside
- Unique, swivel head design for directional heating
- Brood, tip-resistant base
- Rugged steel case, with inside storage for two 14.1 oz. disposable propane cylinders
- Hinged rear door for easy access to propane cylinder storage
- Chromed steel, fold-back handle with safety stops to keep it away from the heating pad
PROpane CAMPing SYSTEM

Convenience, economy, top quality appliances... with Zebco you can “get it all together” for an altogether new experience in camping! The Zebco Propane Camping System is the ultimate in convenience, allowing you to operate all your appliances from a single fuel source—and operate them considerably longer between refuelings! Equally impressive is the economy of the system. You can operate your appliances for only pennies an hour. In fact, THE MONEY YOU SAVE ON DISPOSABLE PROPANE CYLINDERS WILL PAY FOR A ZEBCO 1250 BULK TANK WITH YOUR FIRST TWO REFILLS! And both the Zebco 1250 (11 lb.) and Zebco 1240 (4½ lb.) bulk tanks are refillable at any L-P gas service station. If you’re a serious camper—serious about saving money while you enjoy the ultimate in camping convenience—consider the system as you buy your Zebco appliances.

ZEBCO 300 Lantern
(Model 300)
(Zebco Starlight Lantern may be substituted)

ZEBCO Standard Adapter
No. 1310

ZEBCO 4½ lb. Rechargeable Propane Tank
Model 1240
(Zebco 11 lb. Tank
Model 1250 may be substituted)

ZEBCO Standard Cross Manifold
No. 1315

ZEBCO TWINFOLD Camp Stove Model 2300
(Any Zebco Camp Stove may be substituted)

ZEBCO 7000 Catalytic Heater
Model 7000
(Zebco 10000 heater may be substituted)

ZEBCO Standard Adapter
No. 1310
(Not visible)

ZEBCO 6 ft. Hose
No. 1301 or
12 ft. Hose
No. 1306
**PROpane PATIO SYSTEM**

When the weather is warm and the friends congenial, the livin' is easy with a Zebco propane patio system! The Zebco Tripper propane gas grill lets you charcoal steaks to perfection while the Zebco 300 lantern lights the way to a perfect evening out. A big 11 lb. refillable propane tank makes the fun unlimited, providing hours of power for only pennies. Clean-burning propane is so convenient to use—just turn a valve, light a match, and the lantern and grill are in operation. And there's no messy charcoal to handle—no dangerous lighter fuel. When you plan an evening out, plan it around the Zebco propane patio system. It will give you all the convenience and economy you want, and all the pleasure you expect.

**PROpane EMERGENCY SYSTEM**

When you take to the road, take along a Zebco Emergency System for your peace of mind. Bad weather or vehicle breakdowns will never leave you stranded without light, heat and a stove for cooking. And the Zebco Emergency System is ideal for home or farm in case of power failure or other crisis. The dual-purpose Zebco Convertible provides powerful propane catalytic heat for cooking and space heating, and the big 11 lb. capacity of the Zebco refillable propane tank will give you many hours of emergency service. The entire system packs in a small space, but performs in a big way when you need it!
CAMPING ACCESSORIES

To make your outdoor fun complete... complete your Zebco propane system with these accessories... available at your Outdoor Products Dealer!

A 1250 ZEBCO Refillable Propane Tank
Big 11 lb. capacity provides extra hours of enjoyment per refill. Rugged construction conforms to U.S. Government standards. Equipped with a shut-off valve - top outlet for installation of the Zebco 1330 Light Pole.

B 1240 ZEBCO Refillable Propane Tank

C 1276 ZEBCO Disposable Propane Cylinder

D 1220 ZEBCO Disposable Propane Cylinder

E 1220 ZEBCO Butane Cylinder

F 1345 ZEBCO Lantern Glove
Replacement globe for the Zebco 300 or 500. Cylinder for 300 illumination. Heat-resistant and shock-resistant Pyrex.

G 1350 ZEBCO Lantern Glove

H 1330 ZEBCO Light Pole
Three foot extension, threaded on top for direct connection of the Zebco 300 or Zebco Starlight lantern. Equipped with a P.O.L. fitting for connection to a refillable propane tank shutoff valve. The base outlet has an independent control valve for operating additional Zebco equipment.

I 1300 ZEBCO Conversion Kit (6 foot Hose), 1305 Conversion Kit (12 foot Hose)
Consists of a propane hose and 1310 Adapter and 1320 P.O.L. Fitting. For adapting any Zebco appliance to refillable propane tank operation.

J 1201 ZEBCO Hose (6 foot), 1306 Hose (12 foot)
Tough, reinforced rubber hose, specially designed for use with propane. Fits all Zebco systems connections (left hand thread).

K 1335 ZEBCO Permanent Lava Rock Briquettes
For use in the Zebco Tripper propane gas grill. Porous, fast-heating briquettes are permanent and self-cleaning.

L 1327 ZEBCO Lantern Mantles
Top quality silk for long life and maximum illumination. For use on most mantles. Display carton includes 48 packs - 2 mantles per pack.

M 1150 ZEBCO Banquet Set
A complete set of rugged, heavy-gauge aluminum cooking pans. Fully nesting for compact carrying. Consists of a double-handled 3 qt. pot with lid, 2 qt. pot with lid, 1 qt. Fluon®-coated sauce pan. Fluon®-coated Fry pan and nylon spatula. The smaller pots have removable handles for inside storage.

N 1340 ZEBCO Propane Cylinder Base
Chrome steel stand fits both 14.1 oz. and 16.4 oz. size propane cylinders. Designed especially for use with Zebco propane lanterns and the Zebco Topper stove, but may be used with any Zebco camp stove. Folds for compact storage.

O 1326 ZEBCO Adapter Valve
Fully adjustable regulator for adapting any Zebco appliance for use with disposable propane cylinders. Accepts a 1310 Zebco adapter or propane cylinder and any Zebco hose assembly (left hand thread).

P 1310 ZEBCO Standard Adapter
For adapting any Zebco appliance to refillable propane tank use. Screws into the control valve on the appliance or 1330 Zebco adapter valve and accepts any Zebco hose assembly (left hand thread).

Q 1320 ZEBCO Standard P.O.L. Fitting
Conforms to industry standards - fits all refillable propane tanks. Screws into tank shut-off valve and accepts Zebco hose assembly (left hand thread).

R 1315 ZEBCO Standard Cross Manifold
Four-way connection for operating multiple appliances from a single refillable propane tank. Accepts any Zebco hose assembly (left hand thread).

S 1399 ZEBCO Accessory Display Rack
Contains three 1320 P.O.L. fittings, three 1315 cross manifolds, three 1310 adapters and three 1326 adapter valves.

GUARANTEE

ZEBCO CAMPING Products are guaranteed against all defects in materials and workmanship for period of one year. Failure within this guarantee will be made without charge if the warranty card has been filled out and returned to the company, and with transportation charges prepaid to the Zebco factory.

BE SURE TO READ OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROPER USE!
A unit that has been tampered with or damaged in any way, or has been improperly handled or abused, is not within these terms.

Send appliances to: Zebco Customer Service, P.O. Box 270, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101.